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CHAPTER I
THE PHOBLEM

NormAl speech sounds Are controlled by the speElking
person in three ways: by air conducted feedback whlch
involves the so1md w::ives pi:tssing through the air fl11.d being
received by the ear;

by

bone conducted feedback which

involves the trrmsmission of the sounds through the bones;
and by kinesthetic feedback which is the feedback from the
movements of the muscles involved in speech.
The most efficient source of feedbPck involved in
speech is air conducted feedback.

Lee (1950, 1951)

described a phenomenon which has been variously cslled
side-tone delay, the Lee effect,

~md

delayed f:'.Uditory

feedback {DPiF) in which the air conducted feedback is
delt.:iyed and sligh tl;7 smplified to partially mnsk the bone
conducted feedbHck.

DAF occurs by having a subject read

ors.lly into n microphone which is connected to a t::ipe
recorder with two heads-- a re cord head nnd
which operBte simultaneously.

:?

plnyback head

There is an adj us table dis-

te.nce between these two heads which C!nrnes a recorded sound
to be played back a fraction of a second after it has been
recorded.

The subject's spoken sounds come back to him

through headphones a fraction of a second after the sound
is spoken.

In addition to the above mechnnical definitlon,

there is a behP,vioral definition which is typified by the
occurrence of Bn artificial stutter, an increase in the
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frequency imd intensity of tbe voice, a heightened GSR
:r·e ading, 81ld e, decrease in re P.ding/ spe eking rate (Fairbanks,
1955).

Early resenrchers (Lee, 1950, 1951;

F9irb~nks,

1955;

Chase, 1958) have attempted to isolate vnriables thRt are
importr:mt contributors to tbe phenomenon and determine the
conditions under which the speech disruption is the greatest.

F'airbanks (1955) w9s concerned, among other things,

witb the dela:>' interval.

He var:tea· the de1ay interval from

0.1 to 0.8 seconds, finding thst a deley of 0.2 seconds was
the most di srup ti ve to normel speech.
There ha.ve been many studies exploring V8riables
that contribute to the nppeRrsnce of the phenomenon, but
strikingly few studies sttem.pting to relate DAI? to le.'?lrning.
Since sensory feed beck is very important to behavior and
especi2lly learning, it would seem that the DAF phenomenon
could yield some significcnt information for learning.
Since DAP is a dis rup ti on of sensory input, which is very
important in leerning, the next question to arise is whether
DAF is disruptive to le Prning and if so,

to what extent and

under what circumstances.
Another question et this point is whether the effects
of DAF are due to snxie ty, i:is has been suge:;es ted by King
irmd Wolf

(1965).

If DAF does function as an anxiety state,

then would lt be reasonable to m8ke the s mne pre die tions
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about the effect of DAF on learning as are

m~de

with other

types of anxiety states ar:d le8rning?
King (1963) conducted one of the few pioneer studies
attempting to relate D.AJ? to learning.
uncter DAF and found th rat the
norm~l

He tested retention

control group, who received

feedbQck, scored significantly higher on his reten-

tion test thln the group that received DA.F with a delay
interval of 0.2 seconds.

King also told half of the sub-

jects in each group that they would be tested on the
materiel they read.

He found no difference between sub-

jects who were told they would be tested and those who were
not told.
However, Shes.rer

~ma

Simon (1966) found thst subjects

who were told they would be tested on the ma.terial they
read did significently better than those who were not
informed in 'both DAF and control groups.

She a.rer and Simon

also investigated the pronouncesbility difficulty of the
materinl 1md found that the easier the ma.terisl wss to
pronounce (QS rated by Underwood and Schulz, 1960), the
more that was reti::iined.
King
retention.

am

Wolf (1965) comps red inmedif!.te tmd dellilyed

Their subjects ·:1ere tested immediately after

reeding a 221 word story snd again 24 hours later.

The

control group who received normel feedback showed no difference between immediate and delayed reten t:t on.

The DAF
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group (0.2 seconds deley) did significantly better on the
delnyed test than on the immediate.

On the delayed test

only, there was no significant difference between DAF and
control.
King and Vi/olf ( 1965) s1 so tested the hypothesis that
the superior retention on s delA.yed test under DAF was due,
in part, to the emotions.1 arousal of the subjects.
heart rste and GSR were measured.
heart rate increased significantly.

Both

Under DAF, both GSR and
Mild shock was

E~iven

to a third group to approximate a known arousal state and
they too bad increased GSR

~nd

heart rate.

Although this evidence is far from conclusive, King
Md Vlolf ( 1965) offer it

BS

support for Walker end Tarte

(1963) who were able to demonstrate that inmediste recall
was inhibited snd later recall enh1mced under conditions of
high arous Rl on

ia

p aired-sssociotes learning tRsk.

In both of the 8bove cited studies by King, a
written meesure of rec.911 was used.

King and Dodge (1965)

used an oral recnll and obtained the smne results, that
is, deluyed retention ( 24 hours) was superior to lmmedi ate
retention for subjects under DAF.

Again, there was no

difference between imnediate mld delRyed retention for
controls.

The retention test used by King (1963), King iand

Wolf (1965) 2nd King and Dodge (1965) consisted of having
the subjects reproduce the story as close to the original
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ss possible.
then used

The number of correct words in con text was
the measure of retention.

P.S

In the King series of studies, when

del~yed

reten-

tion was measur' ed, the sane subjects were used that had
taken the ill11nediate recall test.
pos sibi li ty thlilt
ence.

:;1.

'Phis leaves open the

practice effect mny h::<ve hg_d some influ-

King end Dodge (1965) do suggest, however, that if

delayed recall scores ;;ilone were obtained from the subjects,

tbst the mat eritl read under DAF would be retsined better
th~n

the material read under normal feedbQck.
The present study is a modif icstion of the work done

by King and his associates.

It hes been here proposed that

a delay time of only a few minutes (rather thsn 24 hours)
would produce the s nme results as obtai. ned by King snd
associetes, thlilt is, that delayed reci?.11 would be superior
to imnediat e recsll for subjects reading under DAF.

The

delay of retention testing has here been vsried in three
ways to try to determine how long the inhibitory effects
of DAF l:;ist.

The experimenter was etlso concerned with

knowing if the subjects would ret9in content Rnd mesning
(as measured by mult ip le-choice and true-f11lse questions)
rgther than

Iii

rote replicRtion of the materiril.

Also, all

reedirgs were timed to have m objective measure of the
amount of dis rupti on under DAF.
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In view of the

~bove

factors and the

l~ck

of research

in this wea., the following hypotheses were derived.
Delayed retention would be superior to immediflte retention
for material presented under DAF.

All control groups would

read faster md reti::iin more th:;in their corresponding DAF
group.

CHAPTER II
METHOD

Subjects.

28 male and 32 female Ss were used.

They

were all undergraduate students enrolled in generai psychology at Central Washington State College and between the nges
of 18 to 21.

Ss were randomly nsslgned to groups, the only

restriction was than an approximately equal number of males
and females appeared in each group.

Only the middle 82

per cent of the population was used {in terms of reading
speed and comprehension of the Washington Pre-College
Grade Prediction Test).
Appara.tus.
testing.

A sound shielded room was us ea for all

DAF was achieved through a modified Viking model

87 ta.pe recorder, having a delay of approximately 0.25
seconds, :played through a. Bel tone model 15c speech audiometer at a sound pressure level of 63 db, 150, through a
set of headphones which were calibrated to the audi.ometer.
The passa.ge of material read by the .§.s consisted of a five
paragraph, 436 word story a.bout crows tnken from a standardized test of die.gnostic reading (see appendix).
minute stop watch was used for timing.

A 60

Ss were seated at

a low table upon which were two manila folders, one contnined the material to be read nnd the other contained the
re ten ti on test (see appendix) and a pen.
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Design.

The present experiment is based upon a

2X3 analysis of variFl!lce.

sents DAF 1md Control.

The first factor (A1 1 A2 ) repreThe DAF groups received DAF for the

middle section of the material they read.
These groups were then broken down into three subgroups ea.ch (B1 , B2 , B3 ) which represented the time of
retention testing, Immediate I, Immediate II and Delay.
In Innn I, §s were tested immediately after they had finished the middle (DAF) section of the material; Imm II
were tested when they had finished the complete passage;
Delny finished the pa.ss oge and waited ten minutes before
testing.
Procedure.

S was greeted and seA.ted at a. low table

2nd assisted with putting on the microphone and headphones.
E then left the room and was seated at the control p.!'.mel.
E

~md

S could see each other through a double window.

E

then spoke to the S viR the microphone and instructed him
to begin reading orally at his normal rate when told to do
so.

S was then instructed

~o

open the folder which con-

tained the reading material and begin reading.
When the S had finished reading the second paragraph,
E switched on the DAF circuit if S was a DAF nnd did nothing
if S was a control.

-E switched

off the DAF circuit at the

end of the third paragraph And allowed §s to finish reading
the passage unless S was in Imm I, in which case he was
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tested at that time.

The Imm II groups were tested when

they finished resding the pB.ssat;;e and the Delay groups were
instructed to sit quietly for a ten minute period before
testing.

The test consisted of seven multiple-choice and

ten true-false questions.

All ten true-fnlse questions

were taken from the third (DAF) paragraph.

The nrultiple-

choice questions were taken from all five paragraphs.
After an

~

had finished the test, E went into the S cbnmber

Md told him thnt hls job was completed.

Ss were then

thanked for their cooperation, encouraged to remain silent
about the experiment, and dismissed.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
A 2X3 analysis of variance was performed on the

retention test scores.

As the Ss in the Imm I groups did

not re9d the last two paragraphs, questions pertsining to
that material were omitted from their date.

This neces-

sitated transforming the scores into pe:·centages of correct
answers.

Results indicated that there was no significance

on either of the ma.in effects.

DAF-Control came close to

significance (F=2.74, df=l/54, 0.15)p'X).10).

Retention

testing time also crone close (F•2.22, df=2/54, 0.15)p)0.10).
The interaction effect was negligible {F=0.34, df=2/54,
p').05).

A Cochran's test for homogenej ty of variance was

run on this dRtn and all groups were found to be homogeneous.

A graphic representation of the differences

between individual means is presented in Figure 1.
A 2X3 analysis of variance was also performed on

reading times for sections I and II.

A 2X2 analysis of

variance was performed on sect1on III since the Imm I
groups did not read section III.

There was no significance

for either section I (F=0.84, df=2/54, p).05) or section

III (F•0.97, df•2/36, p).05).

Section II, the section

read under DAF, did reveal significance (F=49.91, df•2/54,
p(.01).
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The results do not indicate. support for the hypotheses, but the trend of the dat2 is in that direction.

'l1hat

is, that the control groups did better than the DAP groups
nnd the the Delay-DAF group d1. d better than el ther Imm IDAF or Imm II-DAF.

These statements must be made cauti-

ously, however, bee '3US e of the non-s :i.gnific ence of the ms in
effects on the retention test scores.
These results Bre in the snme direction as the
findings of King and ·wolf ( 1965) end King and Dcdge ( 1965)
that DAF subjects given a retention test at some later
time do better then when tested immediately.
The results of this study may also be interpreted
to add further support to King and 'dolf' s ( 1965) hypothesis that

DAI~

memory.

There are severnl important distinguishing fea-

1

functions as an arousal st a.te to inhibit

tures between King r.nd Wolf's study and the present one
that should be illustrated to deterr.iine the extent and
limitations of possible generalizattons.
The King studies tested subjects both immediately
and 24 hours lnter.
jects for each test.

The present study used different subIf there was any practice effect

present in the King studies, the present design has controlled for thi:i.t factor.

The present study also shortened
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the dele.y period to ten minutes.

The results may be

interpreted to indicate that the inhibition uf memory
under DAF mny dissipate in ten minutes rather than 24
hours.

That there wns still some inhibition after ten

minutes may be an important factor in the present results.
The King studies used a story 221 words in length
and the present study used a passage considerably longer
(436 words).

This is probably a most important factor in

the interpretation of results.

The subjects were exposed

to DAF for a longer time in this study than is common
practice.

The exper:lmenter subjectively observed subjects

to adapt somewhat to the DAF in terms of articula tor•y
errors.

This is consistent with 1J.1iff 1my and Hanley ( 1956)

who found that over 24 trie.ls, subjects improved in
articulatory errors while under DAF but not reading rate.
This may have affected the results in that subjects who
adapted partially to the DAF ma.y he.ve remembered more than
subjects who did not.
In short, there were meny differences between the
King studies and the present one.

The weBk support of

King's results may have been due to any one or any combination of these variables.

With the data at hand, it is

impossible to isolate the source(s) of difference.
That the time for section II was significantly
longer for the DAF groups reveals that the DAF phenomenon
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did, in fa.ct, occur.

In view of tbis result, it appeers

that one re a.son for the insignificant msin effects of the
retention scores was the insensitivity of the test.
the test

WAS

As

only 17 quest:lons in length, and 14 for the

two Irmn I groups, it was probabl;sr not finely enough atuned
to detect the predicted differences.

There were three

subjects who attained p rfect scores on the test indicating tbet the ceiling was too low.

Perhaps lengthening

the test would alleviate this P''oblem.

Other studies in

this area have used recnll tests which have asked the subject to reproduce from memory the material he has reado
It may also be possible that the results obtained by the
King studies (1963, 1965, 1965) and by Shearer nnd Simon
(1966), who used the above type of test, do not generP.lize
very well to the type of test used in tLis s tudy--Rl though
the trend of the present results do not favor this
interpretation.
Another possible reason for the near miss on significance was the quell ty of the equipr:ient.

There was a

constant hum in addition to the intermittent background
noises of various types.

Through one circuit (not a.n

receiver) the local rndto station could be bei:ird.

Af/f_

It is

possible that the background noise was of sufficient
intensity to nullify some of the effects of the DAF.
other expertments (Shearer & Simon, 1966) have used

As
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feedback intensity of 85 db and upwards, perhaps this
problem was not indigenous to this apparatus and

A

higher

intensity should have been used to minimize ony possible
effects of bAckground noise and to insure effective masking of bone-conducted feedback.

Yates (1963) has stated

that disruption under DAE' increA.ses as the intensity of
DAF increases.
Difficulty of the material may hove been another
factor.

The pnssage used was taken from a diagnostic

reading test with a large semple of words difficult to
pronounce.

Shearer and Simon (1966) have demonstrated that

the easier the material is to read, the more that is retained
under DAP.

However, one might expect this factor to a.ffect

the control groups as well.
One striking feature of the DAF phenomenon subjectively observed by the experimenter was that the subjects
seemed to read with leas hesi.tation and arti culntory errors
after DAF thnn bef'ore.

This may indicate that as a result

of concentrating very- ha.rd while the DAF was in effect, the
concentration perhaps carried over to tte next section of
material, effecting the improved ora.l reading.
If this hypothesis is valid, then DAF would be
extremely valuable in trt=iining public speakers snd orators
or even school teachers who often read orally passages of
considerable length.
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In conclusion, the ex:r::e riment er feels that the DAF
phenomenon is well deserving of intensive study in the hope
tbe_t a wealth of informat1.on vnluable to speech and psychology will result.

It is hoped that the present study

has added to the area if only to serve the purpose of generating new hypotheses and raising new ques t1 ons.
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APPENDIX
Material Read by All Students
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The common crow, with his three closely related
vari.eties, the Flori.de crow, southern crow and western crow,
is found practicnlly all over our country east of the
Rocky Mountains, as well as in sections of the Northwest
and nlong our western coast down to Southern Ca.lifornia.
In building their nests, as in everything else,
crows prove that they are individualists. Most often the
nest, a bulky structure of coarse sticks, tw:i gs, grasses
and tree bark, lined with soft rootlets of fur or moss,
is in an evergreen, and is about thirty feet from the
ground. They often decorate their nests by inserting in
them a shiny pebble or glittering pieces of glass.
As crows are always more or less clannish, there e.re
usually a number of nests within a smell area, a.nd the occupants axer cise their sly mischievousness by stealing each
other's nesting materials • When one of the ne s ters flies
off to feed for A. wh:tle, one of his dark neighbors rushes
to the unprotected neat, removes from it the choicest bi ts
of ;:noss and root lets, 911d hides them in hj_s own nest. 'l1hen,
when the thief is absent from his nest for a while, the
recently burglarized bird flies over and regains all the
stolen goods, plus half a dozen other choice bits. This
pilfering is probably 0 friendly joke, fo!' actually crows
a.re devoted to one another and ere bound by a sense of unity
th.et leads them to show each other extraordinary courtesy
and um erst anding •
The young stay in the nest about three weeks, consuming their weight in food every day, and by the time they
are ready to leave they look almost like their parents except
that their coats have less luster. For several days they
practice flight maneuvers and wing drills before the critic2l elders of the flock. The oldsters show them the lay of
tbe land md teach them the rules of the community of fifty
or sixty crows nesting in the neighborhood.
Despite tre individualism of its members, A flock is
as disciplined as an army. It posts sentinels in a high
tree to keep watch while the others feed. It has special
flight maneuvers: low, fr.st and scattering for the mornings;
high, slow and single-file for the evenings; forty-five
miles per hour in absolute s::_lence when the sentry signals
that a moo with a gun is coming. When traditional enemies
such as owls or foxes are sighted, it is a rule that all
flock members must raise a terrific rumpus. Only when the
young have been tr1:>J.ned in these practices are they ready
for adulthood.
Taken from: Diagnostic reading tests survey section, ~A.
Committee on diegnostic re2ding tests, inc., Mountain Home,
North Carolina, 1963.

APPENDIX

Retention Test Given to All Subjects
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PLEASE ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY.
CIR CLE THE CORRECT N4 SWER.
1.

Crows frequently
a. steal each other's nesting materials.
b. lay their eggs in the nests of other birds.
c. conceal their nests to prevent other crows from
stealing their eggs.
d. attack and kill the young in the nests of other
crows.

2.

Relationships mnong the crows in each flock are best
described as
a. independent and unfriendly.
b. deceitful and suspicious.
c. aggressive and quarrelsome.
d. friendly and courteous.

3.

A cormnunity of crows during the nesting season usually
includes
a. ten or twelve members.
b. fifty or sixty members.
c. four or five hundred members.
d. sever al thous end members.

4.

When the young crows arc ready to lea.ve their nests,,
the adults
a. instruct them in the rules of the flock.
b. abandon them to forage for themselves.
a. try to prevent them from flying away to join
other flocks.
d. hold a meeting and choose the future leeder of
the floclt.

5.

If in the eRrly evening, you were standing near the
night roosting place of' a flock of crows, you might
expect to see them flying in to roost
a. from PJ.l directions, singly~
b. fast and in groups of threes and fours.
c. slow P.nd single-file.
d. at forty-five miles per hour in absolute silence.

6.

When crows discover a fox, they usually
a. swoop down and a.ttack the animal.
b. remain absolutely silent until the animal is
out of sight.
c. fly off in all directions, as qu.ietly s.s possible.
d. all start cawing noisily.
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7.

After the young crows have left the nest, they
a.. frequently refuse to eat unless their food is
carefully washed for them.
b. are extremely independent and insist on getting
their own food as early as they possibly can.
c. try to get their parents to feed them as long
as possible.
a. frequently kill each other unless they are cr:lrefully guarded by their parents.

NOW TRY THESE. IF YOU THINK THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, CIRCLE
THE T; IF YOU THINK THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, CIRC:LE THE F.
T F 1.

Crows are not clennish.

T F 2.

There are usually several nests within a small area.

T F 3.

Crows rob food from their neighbor's nests.

T F 4.

Crows seldom have many crow friends.

T F 5.

Nesting material is pilfered from other crows' nests.

T F 6.

Crows are quite courteous to each other.

T F' 7.

The third paragraph describes how crows lea.rn the
rules of the comrnuni ty.

T F 8.

A type of revenge is quite conn:n.onplace enong crows.

T F 9.

The young usually stay in the nest about two months.

T F 10. Grows demonstrate malice to each other.
If you have any comnents about the experience you have just
had, use the space below.

